ADDENDUM TO THE FINAL STATEMENT OF REASONS AND UPDATED INFORMATIVE DIGEST

The Final Statement of Reasons and Updated Informative Digest is updated as described below.

1. During review of this regulatory action by the Office of Administrative Law (OAL), the Department made nonsubstantive grammatical and technical changes to the regulations. These include the following:
   a. 10.131.7(a): end of line 2, “a”: changed the double underscore to single underscore under “a”
   b. 10.141: adds Financial Code section 119 as Reference citation; removes Financial Code sections 507 and 508 from Reference citations
   c. 10.141.1(b), line 1: “alternative” amended to “alternate” to match word used in Reference citation Gov. Code section 54956.98.
   d. 10.151(b): “he” amended to “that person”
   e. “Subarticle 2. Establishment of California State Commercial Bank, Industrial Bank, or Independent Trust Company.” Removes as unnecessary Note with Authority and Reference citations
   f. 10.3000: adds Financial Code section 119 as Reference citation
   g. 10.3100: adds Financial Code section 119 as Reference citation
   h. 10.3402: adds “Reference: Sections 326 and 1040, Financial Code”

The Department’s changes to the regulations are all non-substantive changes without regulatory effect. The changes revise structure, syntax, grammar, punctuation, or making the technical changes described above. None of the changes to the regulations materially alter any requirement, right, responsibility, condition, prescription or other regulatory element of the regulations.